WEB FILTERING SOLUTION

• Block Offensive Websites
• Allow Authorized Websites
• Filter URLs by Categories
• Restrict Distracting Programs
• Stop Malicious Downloads
SIMPLY THE BEST WEB FILTERING SOLUTION!

BrowseControl is an easy to use Internet Management program that helps control web access and enforces company usage policies across your enterprise.

✓ URL ALLOWED AND BLOCKED LISTS
The URL Allowed and Blocked lists, enable you to add additional websites to complement the URL Category Filtering.

The Allowed List, permits access to URLs that would normally be restricted if it is part of a blocked category. Conversely the Blocked List will restrict access to unauthorized websites.

✓ URL CATEGORY FILTERING
Customize internet usage by blocking offensive sites from an extensive selection of 100 URL categories.

✓ SCHEDULER
Schedule unrestricted browsing at specific times (e.g. lunch time). Or allow/block access to specific URLs at allotted times.

✓ MULTIPLE CONSOLES
Install separate consoles in each department or classroom, to allow the managers or teachers to manage their own individual employees or students.

✓ APPLICATION BLOCKING
Prevent users from activating unauthorized software: games, chats and media players.

✓ BLOCK PERSONAL EMAILS
Block user access to personal emails via gmail, yahoo mail, hotmail etc. to ensure that no security threats are bypassed, and increase employee productivity.

✓ OFFSITE INTERNET CONTROL
BrowseControl polices such as allow/block lists and application blocker settings can be configured to offsite laptops.

✓ PORT FILTERING/BLOCK DOWNLOADS
Restrict the downloading of unsolicited files such as video, audio, exe formats to protect your network from malicious files.

✓ USER OR COMPUTER BASED POLICIES
Internet restriction policies can be configured by user or by workstation.

FREE TRIAL
14 DAYS - 10 COMPUTERS

WWW.CURRENTWARE.COM/FREE
CurrentWare has helped many businesses enhance security and improve employee productivity

**SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS**

**SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT**
- Windows 7 SP1 Pro/Enterprise and Ultimate 32-bit or 64-bit
- Windows 8 & 8.1 Pro/Enterprise 32-bit or 64-bit
- Windows 10 Home/Pro/Enterprise 32-bit or 64-bit

**HARDWARE REQUIREMENT**
All components of CurrentWare are supported on desktops and servers with the following specs:
- Processor: Any CPU running i3 or similar or faster
- Memory: At least 4GB of RAM
- Disk Space: At least 500MB of disk space

**TESTIMONIALS**

“BrowseControl is a simple solution to a serious problem. We found it remarkably easy to install and configure and the levels of control it provides, are very extensive and can be customized to suit a wide range of network environments”

Network Computing

“After looking at other software that told me what I wanted to hear but didn’t actually deliver, I needed something that just worked. No hassle, a remote client setup that just works – add in the allowed URL’s and walk away. That’s exactly what Browse Control did. Configure it on a group or per user basis – whatever way you use it -it just works.”

GTI Limited